HISTORIC LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Thursday, November 8, 2018 - 6:30 p.m. Conference Room 113B
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Judy Goldman
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Thank you for taking the time to join us at a Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee meeting!
We encourage our community’s participation. Meeting materials — including agendas and packets —
are available at Hillsboro-Oregon.gov. If you have any questions, contact Rachel Marble
at 503-681-6155. We are happy to assist you!
Sign-language interpreters and Assisted Listening Devices (ALD) are available at no cost. Please call
503-681-6100 or TTY 503-682-6284 72 hours prior to the meeting.

City of Hillsboro • 150 E. Main Street, Hillsboro OR 97123 • www.Hillsboro-Oregon.gov

I.

Call to Order – Roll Call
Chair:
Vice-Chair:
Members:

Maria Brown
Kay Demlow
Lynne Foster; Judy Goldmann

II.

Communications & Non-Agenda Items (Public comment from guests)

III.

Unfinished Business
a. Methodist Meeting House Memorial
Listen to a presentation and make a recommendation on the final design and location
of a monument for the Methodist Meeting House; Case File No. DR-025-18 Majestic
South Huffman II.

IV.

Adjournment

SUPPLEMENTAL STAFF REPORT
No. 2
To:

Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee

From:

Andrew Crampton, Planner
Laura Kelly, Project Manager

Date:

November 1, 2018

Subject:

Request for recommendation to the Planning Director regarding a historical
monument to the former Methodist Meeting House; Case file DR-025-18 Majestic
South Huffman II
_____________________________________________________________________________

Updated Information:
This is an update to the October 10, 2018 HLAC staff report and October 17, 2018 Supplemental
Staff Report regarding the proposed design of a monument commemorating the Methodist
Meeting House. The applicant, Majestic Westmark Partners, LLC, proposes development of three
(3) speculative warehouse/manufacturing flex buildings, and is required by Comprehensive Plan
(HCP) Section 30(iii)(F) to provide a monument commemorating the site’s historical importance.
The HLAC is requested to review the “final design and location” of the monument and make a
recommendation to the Planning Director.
At the October 17, 2018 meeting, the HLAC reviewed a concept design presented by the
applicant’s representative, received public testimony from community members, and at the
applicant’s request, voted to approve the meeting’s continuance to a date certain of November
8, 2018 to allow the applicant the ability to refine the monument design in response to testimony
received.
Attached is a refined Methodist Meeting House (MMH) monument concept plan and a
transmission from Stoel Rives LLP for the HLAC’s consideration at the November 8, 2018 HLAC
meeting. Additional public testimony from community members emphasizing the site’s historical
importance and providing design feedback in response to the refined MMH monument concept
plan is also attached.
During the October 17, 2018 meeting HLAC and community members provided feedback for an
on-site monument design, which can be summarized by the following key concepts:
•
•
•

the importance of the monument’s location in the southwest portion of the
development site, as proposed by the applicant
the need to provide parking to allow better public access to the MMH monument
the need for seating and landscaping to allow for reflection and contemplation
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requests for a monument design that incorporates view sheds and sight lines
requests for a monument design that responds to the scale of the proposed industrial
development
the importance of durable, historic context-sensitive materials such as an erratic stone
the importance of a maintenance agreement to ensure appropriate maintenance of the
future MMH monument

A refined monument concept plan and transmittal letter from Stoel Rives LLP on behalf of
Majestic Realty was submitted on October 30, 2018. The letter describes the refined concept
plan that responds to feedback provided by HLAC and community members before and during
the October 17, 2018 meeting. The updates include the proposed provision of bench seating, an
erratic stone with inscribed names of the historic burials associated with the Meeting House
site, four (4) on-site parking spaces for public parking and access, a pathway design surrounded
by native grass plantings, and a central monument wall with space for interpretive signage. The
letter also responded to testimony provided at the October 17, 2018 HLAC meeting regarding
the applicability of ORS 97 for historic cemeteries. As part of the applicant’s presentation during
the November 8, 2018 HLAC meeting, a line of sight study will be provided to illustrate a
perspective view of the scale of the proposed monument in relation to the site context.
New Public Testimony:
Joseph L. Meek Jr. submitted public testimony emphasizing the historical lineage of the
Methodist Meeting House and burial site.
Dirk Knudsen on behalf of the Five Oaks Discovery Coalition and Meek Plains Historians sent an
email outlining key points for the monument including provision of on-site parking, benches, a
monument wall of adequate height and scale and pathways between the sidewalk to a seating
area. He also emphasized the importance of logistical requirements including the need to record
an access easement on the property for the public to access the monument, the need for a deed
restriction and an established maintenance agreement.
City staff met with Dirk Knudsen and Judy Goldmann on October 31, 2018 to discuss the refined
concept plan. Dirk sent two (2) follow-up emails after the meeting adding additional design
thoughts emphasizing the height and scale of the proposed wall, the orientation of the seating
and wall, and providing logistical recommendations on the size and design of interpretive
signage. He also provided information about the potential for sourcing basalt columns as a
substitute for an erratic rock and ideas about purchasing inset signs.
Ginny Mapes sent an email on October 31, 2018 expressing concerns that the proposed size of
the monument area will be too small and will not have sufficient parking. She also raised
questions about the lack of weather protection for the signage.
Recommendation:
Planning Staff recommends the HLAC open the public hearing, hear a presentation from City of
Hillsboro staff, receive testimony from the applicant’s team, receive public testimony from
community members, and review the submitted materials. HLAC members are requested to
provide feedback on the refined conceptual design and make a recommendation to the Planning
Director.
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Should the HLAC find that the application complies with the HCP Implementation Measure, the
attached draft findings and recommendation language may be adopted. The HLAC may wish to
modify the draft findings and recommendation to reflect the findings associated with the final
recommendation adopted by the HLAC at the November 8, 2018 meeting.
Attachments:
• Refined monument concept plan and transmittal letter from Stoel Rives LLP on behalf of
Majestic Realty, submitted October 30, 2018
• Letter from Joseph L. Meek Jr, submitted October 19, 2018
• Emails from, submitted October 31, 2018
• Email from Ginny Mapes, submitted October 31, 2018
• Draft HLAC Recommendation to Planning Director

760 SW Ninth Ave., Suite 3000
Portland, OR 97205
T. 503.224.3380
F. 503.220.2480
www.stoel.com

DANA L. KRAWCZUK
D. 503.294.9218
dana.krawczuk@stoel.com

October 30, 2018
VIA EMAIL
Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee
City of Hillsboro
150 E. Main Street
Hillsboro, OR 97123
Re:

Methodist Meeting House Monument -- Refined Concept Plan
Case File No. DR-025-18 Majestic South Huffman II

Dear Members of Hillsboro’s Landmark Advisory Committee:
We represent Majestic Westmark Partners, LLC (Majestic), the applicant in the development
proposed in DR-025-18. Please include this letter in the record of HLAC’s proceedings, and the
City’s review of DR-025-18.
Refined Concept Plan -- Methodist Meeting House Monument
Majestic is pleased to offer the attached refined concept plan for the Methodist Meeting House
monument, which reflects the public testimony and HLAC discussion at the October 17, 2018
meeting. Some of the updates include:


Burial Stone: The on-site monument now includes durable, historic context-sensitive
material (such as an erratic stone) that is suitable for engraving. We understand that
some community members have a particular erratic stone in mind. We are interested in
learning more about that stone, including size and cost (including transportation).



Benches: Two benches provide opportunities for reflection and contemplation.



Public Parking and Access: Four on-site parking spaces (3 standard and 1 ADA
accessible) are provided on site for monument visitors. Safe and accessible pedestrian
access is provided between these parking spaces, the monument and the public sidewalk.
Also see Easement and Maintenance, below.



Space to Commemorate Historical Importance: The monument wall includes spaces
for panels that provide an area for written descriptions of the Methodist Meeting House
and associated burial grounds, consistent with HCP 30(iii)(F). We anticipate that HLAC
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and community stakeholders will have input on developing the content of the historical
information that will be integrated into the monument.


Sight Lines, Scale and Sense of Prairie: The site is within an industrial sanctuary, so
the area is characterized by trucks and large buildings. The refined plan responds to these
issues by: orienting the benches and wall so that visitors face away from the street and
while seated the industrial buildings are obscured by the memorial wall, with a view line
to the north towards Crescent Trail; and by including native prairie grasses in the
landscaping. We anticipate providing a sight line exhibit prior to the November 8th
HLAC hearing.



Easement and Maintenance: We anticipate that the public’s ability to park and access
the monument as well as long term maintenance obligations will be included in a public
easement that is recorded on the property.

Historic Cemetery
Testimony was offered at the October 17, 2018 HLAC hearing regarding state statutory
provisions applicable to historic cemeteries (ORS 97). ORS 97 does not impose any limitations
or restrictions on the development of Majestic’s property.
Majestic’s property is not dedicated to cemetery purposes (ORS 97.310 et al, which requires a
recorded written declaration for cemetery purposes) and is not operating as a cemetery (as
defined in ORS 692.010). As a result, the only sections of ORS 97 that may apply to the
property are those related to historic cemeteries. ORS 97.772 to 97.784. For example, the
statutory provisions related to cemetery dedication, selling burial plots, the disposition of
remains and cemetery care are not applicable.
A “historic cemetery” is defined by ORS 97.772 as “any burial place that contains the remains of
one or more persons who died before February 14, 1909.” The only regulatory requirements that
are unique to a non-operating historic cemetery are: (1) it must be listed with the Oregon
Commission on Historic Cemeteries (ORS 97.780(1) and ORS 97.782); and (2) the Commission
must be notified of a proposal to discontinue, abandon or remove remains from a historic
cemetery.
As applied here, oral histories of the vicinity report that Meek family members may have been
buried in the area from 1854 to 1860. However, archeological investigations have not confirmed
the presence of any remains on the site, so the site cannot be verifiably included on the historic
cemetery list. If there are human remains on the site, there is no proposal to discontinue,
abandon or remove any remains from the site.
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Majestic looks forward to the November 8, 2018 HLAC meeting where the refined plan will be
discussed and HLAC will provide its recommendation on the monument.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Dana L. Krawczuk
cc (via e-mail):

Colin Cooper and Andrew Crampton, City of Hillsboro
Phillip Brown and Marc Burns, Majestic Westmark Partners, LLC
Gabriella Frask, Mackenzie

Attachments: Refined Concept Plan, 10-25-18 Exhibit 38, Sheet A
Refined Concept Plan, 10-25-18 Exhibit 38, Sheet A1 (Details)
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Mr. Andrew Crampton; Case File DR-025-18

10/19/2018

I concur with the idea or statement that the original and earliest known history seems about to be
erased because of disregard for the burial point and site of the meeting house from which Hillsboro
began.
Do I understand those buried there would be considered first generation Oregonians? We Americans on
occasion go to great lengths to find and recover corpses of family or historically notables. Why then can
Hillsboro not do this for a location next door?

Joseph L. Meek Jr.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dirk Knudsen
Andrew Crampton; Colin Cooper; Judy Goldmann; Laura Kelly; Dirk Knudsen
Notes for the Meeting this AM
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 6:56:32 AM

Andrew & Colin;
To be concise and clear on the record with what the Five Oaks Discovery Coalition & Meek
Plains Historians want to see in this latest design from the developer or in any momument
wall, we are providing the following requirements:
1: A large erratic stone or stones be installed upright with the names clearly carved into them;
We want this stone ot stones to be large and tall- at least 6 feet- 8 feet of higher is preferable
set vertically in a permanent cement base with finished stone work or hard sruface around it.
2: Mandatory Parking spaces and a marker leading visitors to said parking. Current design
shows 1 handicap and 3 regulars. These must be marked for "Methodist Meeting House
Monument Visitors Only".
3: A Monument wall of similar height and scale. Accurate Historical images and
informational panels are to be provided on the monument wall and that wall in our view needs
to be large and draw the eye of cars driving up! Not a thin sign. Something massive and stone
or some other features to make a statement; especially in the narrow onument space proposed
by the developer. We want the Meek Plains Historians, Five Oaks Discover Coalition, and
HLAC to be given input and oversight to work with the City for the crucial wording and any
photo elements to appear on that Monument.
4: The benches for a place to sit - we want those. These should be made from cement or stone
with a large enough scale to match the monument and erratic stone.
5: We believe the monument should be placed into a tract with easements dedicated to the
public and a recorded permanent maintenance agreement by the developer or their successor
would be recorded to run with the land.
6: A permanent deed restriction that the monument will stay into perpetuity as a monument for
the Methodist Meeting House Monument for the benefit of the general public and the people
of Hillsboro.
7: Native plantings as agreed.
8: Pathways from the sidewalk to the benches and Monument and Erratic stone as agreed.
9: As previously discussed, the Developer has offered up to $50,000 to the City for a more
substantial monument at the Crescent Trail location to the North. We will be looking to the
City to assure us that #1) It will have the developer pay that money and #2) that the City will
capture and hold those funds for use for another more informative monument specific to the
Methodist Meeting House. Timing and payment of this must be stated in the conditions of
approval or in a clear record between the City and our groups.
10: The City must implement all of the requirements of site development as per the latest
SHPO letter to the developer and the City. The City should allow for a mechanism to have a
staff member verify with regular check ins that the developer does have an archaeologist on
site, does have a specific IDP for the site, and does employ all measures possible to locate the
Methodist Meeting House remains and the associated graves. We want a specific and concise
condition written for how these factors will be handled and reported to the City on a weekly
basis during any and all site excavations and we request that the City be given access to any
and all archaeologoy reports as they are generated. Should graves, human remains, artifacts,
or building remains be found the City would require a stop work order so that the City staff
can work with SHPO and the developer to adjust any plans and make recovery etc . before

they commence work on the site.
11: The SHPO letter discussed "a professional archaeologist be on site to monitor ground
disturbing activities in the vicinity of anomalies #4-7 so that if a feature is discovered, ground
disturbing activities can quickly be recognized and work halted before serious damage could
occur to the discovery." We are not privvy to exactly where #4-#7 are but to ensure that we
are doing all that we can we want to insist on an archaeologist being on site to watch over a
larger area to include at least 300 East from Starr Blvd and from the South Property Line to a
point to the North even with the North edge of the old woods. It is specifcially because the
developer or previous land owners failed to do the rigth work in the past that we feel this must
be asked for.
If we agree to these points, an appropriate design follows and is adopted by HLAC and the
PLanning Director than we we are not planning on appealing this decision to the Planning
Commission.  
Please enter this into the record as we close in on final plans that can work for us all.
Best regards;
Dirk Knudsen

--

Consultant - Broker
Call me at 503-799-8383
Dirk T Knudsen
dirkknudsen.com
35 years of service

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dirk Knudsen
Dirk Knudsen
Andrew Crampton; Colin Cooper; Judy Goldmann; Laura Kelly
Re: Notes for the Meeting this AM
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 11:25:34 AM
20181031_100937.jpg
20181031_100937.jpg

After meeting with coffee and Judy or Judy and coffee depending on how you wanna put that,
we realized the sign is probably turned the wrong orientation for anybody to ever see it given
its thickness so we are going to add a couple of things and one of the main ones is a change in
the orientation.
I'll be perfecting some sketches tonight and turning them in but we're thinking of having the
signs in the benches angled so that 1 can see them from a car as you approach from the South
or the North. This ought to help with the sight lines and prevent somebody from driving by
never realizing they're something there.
See attached.
On Oct 31, 2018 6:56 AM, "Dirk Knudsen" <dirkknudsen@gmail.com> wrote:
Andrew & Colin;
To be concise and clear on the record with what the Five Oaks Discovery Coalition & Meek
Plains Historians want to see in this latest design from the developer or in any momument
wall, we are providing the following requirements:
1: A large erratic stone or stones be installed upright with the names clearly carved into
them; We want this stone ot stones to be large and tall- at least 6 feet- 8 feet of higher is
preferable set vertically in a permanent cement base with finished stone work or hard
sruface around it.
2: Mandatory Parking spaces and a marker leading visitors to said parking. Current design
shows 1 handicap and 3 regulars. These must be marked for "Methodist Meeting House
Monument Visitors Only".
3: A Monument wall of similar height and scale. Accurate Historical images and
informational panels are to be provided on the monument wall and that wall in our view
needs to be large and draw the eye of cars driving up! Not a thin sign. Something massive
and stone or some other features to make a statement; especially in the narrow onument
space proposed by the developer. We want the Meek Plains Historians, Five Oaks Discover
Coalition, and HLAC to be given input and oversight to work with the City for the crucial
wording and any photo elements to appear on that Monument.
4: The benches for a place to sit - we want those. These should be made from cement or
stone with a large enough scale to match the monument and erratic stone.
5: We believe the monument should be placed into a tract with easements dedicated to the
public and a recorded permanent maintenance agreement by the developer or their successor
would be recorded to run with the land.
6: A permanent deed restriction that the monument will stay into perpetuity as a monument
for the Methodist Meeting House Monument for the benefit of the general public and the
people of Hillsboro.
7: Native plantings as agreed.
8: Pathways from the sidewalk to the benches and Monument and Erratic stone as agreed.

9: As previously discussed, the Developer has offered up to $50,000 to the City for a more
substantial monument at the Crescent Trail location to the North. We will be looking to the
City to assure us that #1) It will have the developer pay that money and #2) that the City
will capture and hold those funds for use for another more informative monument specific to
the Methodist Meeting House. Timing and payment of this must be stated in the conditions
of approval or in a clear record between the City and our groups.
10: The City must implement all of the requirements of site development as per the latest
SHPO letter to the developer and the City. The City should allow for a mechanism to have a
staff member verify with regular check ins that the developer does have an archaeologist on
site, does have a specific IDP for the site, and does employ all measures possible to locate
the Methodist Meeting House remains and the associated graves. We want a specific and
concise condition written for how these factors will be handled and reported to the City on a
weekly basis during any and all site excavations and we request that the City be given access
to any and all archaeologoy reports as they are generated. Should graves, human remains,
artifacts, or building remains be found the City would require a stop work order so that the
City staff can work with SHPO and the developer to adjust any plans and make recovery etc
. before they commence work on the site.
11: The SHPO letter discussed "a professional archaeologist be on site to monitor ground
disturbing activities in the vicinity of anomalies #4-7 so that if a feature is discovered,
ground disturbing activities can quickly be recognized and work halted before serious
damage could occur to the discovery." We are not privvy to exactly where #4-#7 are but to
ensure that we are doing all that we can we want to insist on an archaeologist being on site
to watch over a larger area to include at least 300 East from Starr Blvd and from the South
Property Line to a point to the North even with the North edge of the old woods. It is
specifcially because the developer or previous land owners failed to do the rigth work in the
past that we feel this must be asked for.
If we agree to these points, an appropriate design follows and is adopted by HLAC and the
PLanning Director than we we are not planning on appealing this decision to the Planning
Commission.  
Please enter this into the record as we close in on final plans that can work for us all.
Best regards;
Dirk Knudsen

--

Consultant - Broker
Call me at 503-799-8383
Dirk T Knudsen
dirkknudsen.com
35 years of service

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dirk Knudsen
Colin Cooper; Judy Goldmann; Laura Kelly; Andrew Crampton
Modified Design Request
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 3:43:46 PM
10311802.PDF

Colin, Laura, Andrew;
A few things we discussed today led to some design thoughts. All are attached to the
document with this email. As follows Judy and me discussed:
Monument Wall is facing West and does not catch the eye, cars will drive right by. So
looked at turning it 90 degrees but that does not serve the purposes of the benches. So
we made it the shape of a Chevron so it greets visitors from the South and North on the
road and sidewalks.
The benches are rotated accordingly and the design is very pleasing and creates a feeling
of something special when your there and when you drive up. We love it.
The Wall needs to be 8 feet high.
We feel the wall could be 9 Feet in the center which is a call out to the Church feel And it creates prominence for the signage.
I called Impact Sign who has worked with us and the City. I have shown the Monument
wall with 4 -42" by 32" inset areas for 4 signs to be bolted in. This way the signs are
inside the plane of the wall and have a shadow effect. Also the edges cannot be broken
off. This will be easy to do when the wall is built.
Impact suggests the #1 sign is a 3/4 Inch durable Acrylic that is clear. The company can
print full-color art/text on the back so no one can scratch it off.
The inset signs would be bolted with special bolts and can be easily replicated when
damaged at a very low cost. A Bid is attached for $1,235 dollars for 4 signs printed and
installed on the wall- a great value!
The parking has been redesigned with two on each side of a planter that we moved that
the developer had down to the South. This gives a better area and looks much nicer and
no additional parking spaces are needed.
As far as the Erratic Stone we are committed to that if one can be found of sufficient
size; probably 6 feet high or higher. In the event that we can not get an erratic, we want
an option to use Columbia River Basalt Columns and would propose 1 8-10 foot column
or five 6 to 7' columns. I sourced these and also took pictures of a planter strip where 5
of these are installed near the Orenco Tap House.
The Basalt Columns I sourced at Cover-All stone in Tacoma/Seattle. They are about
$800 each delivered and they are very impressive! See the photos attached.
Judy Goldman and I would like these alterations to the developers latest plan discussed as a
design option for presentation to HLAC next week.
Thank you for your time and I hope this is helpful.
Regards;
Dirk Knudsen

--

Consultant - Broker
Call me at 503-799-8383
Dirk T Knudsen
dirkknudsen.com
35 years of service

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ginny Mapes
Andrew Crampton
Judy Goldmann; Dirk Knudsen
Re: Size of proposed Monument grounds
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 5:30:24 PM

Very small, not enough parking, with all the other parking around it. Is the Monument wall
just a wall with no overhang to protect the signage? Surely this big company who is covering
over such a historic site can do better than this?
Ginny
On Oct 31, 2018, at 4:43 PM, Andrew Crampton <Andrew.Crampton@hillsborooregon.gov> wrote:
HI Judy,
The path is approximately 109 feet north to south.
Andrew
From: gate736@gmail.com [mailto:gate736@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2018 4:33 PM
To: Andrew Crampton
Cc: Dirk Knudsen; Ginny Mapes
Subject: Size of proposed Monument grounds

Hi Andrew:
                        Looking at the illustration of the Monument grounds, it is
beginning to look painfully small.
            How many feet from northern tip of the gravel path to the south end,
where the path enters the sidewalk ?
            Would you please enter some info, in footage about the outside
measurements? if the info is there, I cannot find it in the small print.
<image001.png>
Thanks, Judy Gates Goldmann

MEMORANDUM
Date:

11/8/2018

To:

Colin Cooper, AICP, Planning Director

From:

Hillsboro Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee

Subject:

Recommendation to the Planning Director: Case file DR-025-18 Majestic South
Huffman II
_____________________________________________________________________________
The Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee (HLAC) reviewed the above application during its
10/17/2018 regular meeting and 11/8/2018 special meeting. The application includes a request
for HLAC to review the application’s proposed monument for the former Methodist Meeting
House, which is listed on Hillsboro’s Cultural Resource Inventory as resource Number CR-I.
The subject application is a request for Development Review approval for construction of three
(3) speculative warehouse/manufacturing flex buildings on a site approximately 44.0 acres in
size. The proposed buildings will be designed to accommodate future warehouse and/or
manufacturing tenants. The applicant has projected a mix of 80 percent warehouse and 20
percent manufacturing uses. The proposed buildings range in size from approximately 162,420
square feet to 463,032 square feet, totaling approximately 795,672 square feet. Associated site
improvements include parking, stormwater facilities, and landscaping. Because the best
available information indicates that this site is the probable former location of the Methodist
Meeting House, the City requires construction of a monument commemorating the site’s
historical importance, pursuant to Comprehensive Plan (HCP) Section 30(iii)(F), which reads as
follows:
At the time of Development Review and construction on property in the vicinity of the probable
former location of the historic Methodist Meeting House, as documented on the Washington
County cultural and historic resource list, the City shall require construction of a Monument on
that property by the developer. The Monument shall commemorate the historical importance of
the Methodist Meeting House and shall include plaques or other written descriptions of the
history of the Meeting House and its historical significance to the local community and
Washington County. The Monument shall further include historical information relating to burial
grounds once associated with the Meeting House location. Final design and location of the
Monument shall be reviewed by the Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee (HLAC), who shall
provide recommendation to the Planning Director, who shall approve the proposal as a part of
required project Development Review prior to its construction.
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At the 10/17/2018 HLAC meeting, the committee heard a presentation from City of Hillsboro
staff; received testimony from the applicant’s team, Majestic Westmark Partners, LLC
(Majestic); received testimony from community members; and reviewed and discussed the staff
report, a supplemental staff report, and application materials. At the applicant’s request, the
HLAC voted to continue the meeting to a date certain of November 8, 2018.
In addition to the written testimony provided in the staff report packet dated 10/10/2018 and
supplemental staff report dated 10/17/2018, additional written and verbal testimony was
submitted to the record at the 10/17/2018 HLAC meeting.
At the 11/8/2018 HLAC meeting, the committee heard a presentation from City of Hillsboro
staff; received testimony from the applicant’s team; received testimony from community
members; and reviewed and discussed the staff report and application materials. The
applicant’s proposal is for a memorial garden and monument along Starr Boulevard in the
southwest portion of the proposed development site. In addition, the applicant has committed
to providing a financial contribution to be put toward a comprehensive memorial on the future
Crescent Park Greenway (CPG) that would describe the history of the MMH within the context
of the history of the Tualatin Plains. The applicant proposes that the wording of the on-site
monument, as well as the design and precise location of the CPG monument, should be
determined by the City in consultation with the HLAC and interested parties.
HLAC members discussed the testimony, materials, and recommendation and found that the
application proposes a monument in accordance with HCP Section 30(iii)(F). Findings regarding
the application’s compliance with the Implementation Measure are provided below.
In reviewing the applicant’s proposal, the HLAC considered the following:
1. Does the proposed monument commemorate the historical importance of the
Methodist Meeting House?
HLAC Findings
The proposed monument will be located in the southwestern portion of the site,
abutting Starr Blvd. This location is essential to the appropriate commemoration of the
historical importance of the Methodist Meeting House as it is believed to be the
probable former location of that structure and its associated burial ground. In addition,
the HLAC received testimony detailing the importance of the relationship of the future
monument and the Shute-Meierjurgen Farmstead, a property listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, situated directly across Starr Blvd from the proposed
monument location. The HLAC received testimony from numerous individuals and
coalitions urging placement of the monument at the proposed location in the southwest
portion of the site.
The proposed monument design includes elements that evoke a cultural landscape
suitable for commemorating the former building and burial ground, including a stone or
stones dedicated to those believed to have been interred at the site. Other proposed
features appropriate to the commemoration of the site include benches for
contemplation, native plantings evoking the landscape of the Tualatin Plains, pathways
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allowing exploration of the monument area, and a large wall with room for interpretive
signage.
Although the monument is proposed in the most suitable location, the HLAC
acknowledges the proposed on-site monument is small in scale and will leave visitors
exposed to undesirable visual and auditory intrusions resulting from its close proximity
to roadway and on-site vehicular (primarily truck) activity. In recognition of the
challenges associated with locating the monument in the appropriate on-site location,
the applicant proposes a supplemental, off-site monument, to be developed by the City
with financial contribution from the applicant. The HLAC finds this off-site monument to
be a necessary component of the commemoration of the historical importance of the
Methodist Meeting House and its associated burial ground, as it will allow its history to
be understood in a more complete context and in a more natural location reminiscent
of the cultural landscape of the Tualatin Plains of the 1840s-1870s.
Accordingly, the HLAC finds the combination of the proposed on-site and off-site
monuments will commemorate the historical importance of the Methodist Meeting
House.
2. Does the proposed monument include plaques or other written descriptions of the
history of the Meeting House and its historical significance to the local community and
Washington County?
HLAC Findings
The applicant describes the following written descriptions to be included with the onsite monument:

1. Burial stone and plaque with the names of the Meek children [believed to be buried on
the site].
2. Commemorative wall with historical narrative with space for (3) historical displays
outlining important events in the history of the site.

In addition to the on-site memorial, the proposed off-site memorial will provide
additional opportunities for interpretive signage describing the history of the Meeting
House and its historical significance.
The applicant has proposed that the wording and images to be included on the plaques
and interpretive signs should be provided by the City in coordination with the HLAC and
interested parties. The HLAC finds this to be an appropriate solution.
Accordingly, the HLAC finds the combination of the proposed on-site and off-site
monuments, with wording of plaques and historical displays to be provided by the City
in coordination with the HLAC and interested parties, will commemorate the Methodist
Meeting House’s historical significance of to the local community and Washington
County.
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3. Does the proposed monument include historical information relating to burial grounds
once associated with the Meeting House location?
HLAC Findings
As previously described, the applicant proposes a burial stone and plaque with the
names of the Meek children who were buried at the Methodist Meeting House. In
addition, a proposed commemorative wall will provide space for historical displays, with
wording and images to be supplied by the City in coordination with the HLAC and
interested parties. The historical displays on the commemorative wall, as well as any
displays associated with the proposed off-site monument, could include additional
information about the burial grounds, should the City and HLAC find it desirable.
Accordingly, the HLAC finds the combination of the proposed on-site and off-site
monuments, with wording of plaques and historical displays to be provided by the City
in coordination with the HLAC, will include the required historical information relating to
the burial grounds once associated with the Methodist Meeting House.
HLAC Recommendation
At the conclusion of the discussion, the HLAC voted to forward the following recommendation
to the Planning Director:
The HLAC finds the submitted proposal complies with HCP Section 30(iii)(F) as it includes both an
on-site monument and financial contribution to an off-site monument. The combination of onsite and off-site monuments will commemorate the historical importance of the Methodist
Meeting House, provide plaques or other written descriptions of the history of the Meeting
House and its historical significance to the local community and Washington County, and
include the required historical information relating to the burial grounds once associated with
the Methodist Meeting House. Therefore, the HLAC recommends approval of the proposed onsite monument and corresponding financial contribution to an off-site monument.
Respectfully submitted,

__________________________________
Maria Brown, HLAC President

